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2https://therecount.com/watch/trump-coronavirus-calendar/2645515793
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/coronavirus-vulnerable-cdc-145303772.html

https://svi.cdc.gov/

• What is Social Vulnerability? 
• Every community must prepare for 

and respond to hazardous events, 
whether a natural disaster like a 
tornado or a disease outbreak, or 
an anthropogenic event such as a 
harmful chemical spill. 

• The degree to which a community 
exhibits certain social conditions, 
including high poverty, low 
percentage of vehicle access, or 
crowded households, may affect 
that community’s ability to prevent 
human suffering and financial loss 
in the event of disaster. 

• These factors describe a 
community’s social vulnerability. 
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https://www.brookings.edu/research/americas-racial-diversity-in-six-maps/
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COVID-19 RACE AND ETHNICITY



Number of confirmed cases of novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in 
Latin America and the Caribbean as of June 9, 2020, by country
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https://coronavirus.tghn.org/regional-response/latin-america/

• Latin America’s coronavirus outbreak is 
playing out against a backdrop of already 
rampant arboviruses like dengue, 
chikungunya, yellow fever, and Zika. 

• Global guidelines on tackling Covid-19 
fail to take into account local 
specificities, underplaying especially the 
social risk factors underlying this 
“syndemic”.

• A syndemic or synergistic epidemic is the 
aggregation of two or more concurrent or 
sequential epidemics or disease clusters 
in a population with biological 
interactions, which exacerbate the 
prognosis and burden of disease

• Treatment of Chikungunya. There are no specific treatments for 
chikungunya (mosquito. There is no vaccine currently available
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https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/americans-coronavirus-conspiracy-theories



There are more viruses than stars in the universe
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An estimated 10 nonillion (10 to the 31st power) individual viruses exist on our planet—enough to assign one to 
every star in the universe 100 million times over.
More than 200 viruses are known to cause disease in humans, and all are capable of breaking into human cells

https://viralzone.expasy.org/678

Human coronavirus Alphacoronavirus Coronaviridae Human
Human SARS coronavirus Betacoronavirus Coronaviridae Human, palm civet
MERS coronavirus Betacoronavirus Coronaviridae Human, Tomb bat
Human torovirus Torovirus Coronaviridae Human

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2020/04/factors-allow-viruses-infect-humans-coronavirus/



JUNE  in  June in 1964
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June Dalziel Almeida (5 October 

1930 – 1 December 2007) was a 
Scottish virologist, a pioneer 
in virus imaging, 
identification, and 
diagnosis.:
The woman who discovered 
the Human Coronavirus



The woman who discovered the Coronavirus

12

pioneer June Almeida is finally being acknowledged for 
virology breakthroughs she made a half century ago.

As Almeida, Tyrrell, and Almeida’s supervisor gathered to discuss their findings, 
they wondered what to call the new group of viruses. After looking over the 
images, they were inspired by the virus’s halo-like structure and decided on the 
Latin word for crown, corona. The coronavirus was born.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/2020/04/june-almeida-
discovered-coronaviruses-decades-ago-little-recognition/



THE NATURE ARTICLE:1989

13 https://www.nature.com/articles/220650b0.pdf

• A NEW group of viruses with the name of coronaviruses has 
been recognized by an informal group of virologists who have 
sent their conclusions to Nature. (They are J. D. Almeida; D. 
M. Berry; C. H. Cunningham;D. Hamre; M. S. Hofstad ; L. 
Mallucei; K. McIntosh;D. A. J. Tyrrell.)

• This appearance, recalling the solar corona, is shared by 
mouse hepatitis virus and several viruses recently recovered 
from man, namely strain B814, 229E and several others. 

• In the opinion of the eight virologists these viruses are 
members of a previously unrecognized group which they 
suggest should be called the coronaviruses to recall the 
characteristic appearance by which these viruses are identified 
in the electron microscope. NATURE. VOL. 220. NOVEMBER 16. 1968

https://www.microbiologyresearch.org/docserver/fulltext/jgv/1/2/JV0010020175.pdf?expires=1587324260
&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=CEBCD56D0A4248185FB5E374EB8FC658



JUNE DALZIEL ALMEIDA: THE MATILDE EFFECT
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1. The Matilda Effect, named after 
the American suffragist Matilda 
J. Gage of New York (Rossiter, 
1993). 

2. This effect deals with the 
systematic underrepresentation 
of women in STEMM and the 
reduced recognition of women‘s 
academic contributions. 



Pandemic Preparedness 

"For the first time in human history, we 
have a chance to prepare ourselves for 
a pandemic before it arrives…it is 
incumbent upon the global community 
to act now."

-Dr. Margaret Chan

WHO director, Communicable Diseases

Nov 4, 2005
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https://cepi.net/news_cepi/pneumonia-cases-of-unknown-cause-in-wuhan-china/

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/05/how-epidemics-infect-the-global-economy-and-what-to-do-about-it/

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/979591495652724770/From-panic-and-neglect-to-investing-in-health-security-financing-pandemic-preparedness-at-a-national-level



17https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/06/28/world-bank-launches-first-ever-pandemic-bonds-to-support-500-million-pandemic-emergency-financing-facility

Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility (PEF), a facility created by the World Bank to channel surge funding 
to developing countries facing the risk of a pandemic. The PEF covers six viruses that are most likely to cause 
a pandemic. These include new Orthomyxoviruses (new influenza pandemic virus A), Coronaviridae (SARS, 
MERS), Filoviridae (Ebola, Marburg) and other zoonotic diseases (Crimean Congo, Rift Valley, Lassa fever).

These bonds pay around 11.5%



What are 
‘coronabonds’?
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Pre-coronavirus they were known as 
euro bonds, and they were something 
many EU leaders have argued for since 
the creation of the euro in 1999: a shared 
debt instrument to finance borrowing, 
where the money can be directed to the 
countries that need it most. National 
governments currently sell their own debt 
to fund projects and annual budgets, but 
do so at wildly varying costs. Germany 
can effectively be paid to borrow, due to 
its impeccable credit rating and tight 
spending rules, while Italy -- with its less-
stellar credit rating -- has to pay a higher 
interest rate of at least a full percentage-
point more. Though the idea has failed to 
garner sufficient support, a coronabond
could “mutualize” risk among nations, 
possibly cutting borrowing costs.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-26/are-coronabonds-the-solution-to-europe-s-debt-woes-quicktake



Global cost of contagion could reach as much as $8.8T–
ADB Asian Development Bank- May 15

19https://www.adb.org/news/covid-19-economic-impact-could-reach-8-8-trillion-globally-new-adb-report

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/604206/adb-brief-133-updated-economic-impact-covid-19.pdf



How COVID-19 Affects the Economy Asian Development Bank(ADB)
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https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/604206/adb-brief-133-updated-economic-impact-covid-19.pdf

It does not include the COVID-19 impact on migration and remittance; capital flows, debt and financial markets; and the environment.
Red text refers to factors not included in the previous Asian Development Bank (ADB) estimation 

The ADB suggests boosting health 
systems, as well as income and 
employment protections, to avoid an 
even more difficult recovery. 
Sustained measures from 
governments could soften the 
economic impact of the virus by as 
much as 40 percent, ADB said.

Between 158 million to 242 million 
jobs could be lost globally, with 70 
percent of those in Asia and the 
Pacific, according to the ADB.



Economic challenges associated with COVID-19 are enormous.
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Domestic activity has been hit hard 
by the necessary confinement 
measures imposed in almost all 
Latin American countries (Figure 2, 
Panel A). Relatively more open 
economies, like Mexico, Chile and 
Costa Rica, also suffer from deep 
recessions in their trading partners. 
The tourism sector, crucial for 
Mexico, Costa Rica and Chile, is 
facing a contraction with effects that 
are likely to persevere (Figure 2, 
Panel B). Remittance inflows, 
exceeding 2 and 3% of GDP 
in Colombia and Mexico, 
respectively, are expected to fall 
significantly. The sharp decline in 
the oil price has eroded fiscal 
revenues in Colombia and Mexico.

https://oecdecoscope.blog/2020/06/08/policy-responses-to-covid-19-in-latin-america-big-steps-in-a-small-space/?print=print



22https://www.latinfinance.com/daily-briefs/2020/6/9/latin-america-caribbean-face-deepest-recession-in-60-years

The region is now 
expected to show gross 
domestic product 
contraction of 7.2% this 
year, a downward 
change of nine 
percentage points from 
economic projections 
put out in January. This 
is after widespread, but 
not absolute, closure of 
borders, schools, 
businesses and large-
scale restrictions on 
personal mobility for 
many weeks if not 
months.



Federal Reserve PROJECTIONS: June 10  2020

23https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcprojtabl20200610.htm



Way Americans Spend Their Money
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/11/business/economy/coronavirus-us-economy-spending.html



INDUSTRIES AFFECTED IN THE USA
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COVID-19 Is Also a Reallocation Shock
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• We find 3 new hires for every 10 layoffs caused by 
the shock and estimate that 42 percent of recent 
layoffs will result in permanent job loss. 

• “I don’t see the U.S. labor market recovering back to 
full employment for another five to 10 years.” (Bloom-
coauthor, May 2020)

https://bfi.uchicago.edu/wp-content/uploads/BFI_WP_202059.pdf

https://apnews.com/f6861a055dd8eb86e21e528bf4b54653
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28https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/danvergano/coronavirus-black-americans-covid19

Posted on April 10, 2020, at 11:58 a.m. ET 

https://dcist.com/story/20/05/06/black-washingtonians-make-up-less-than-half-of-d-c-s-population-but-80-
of-coronavirus-deaths/



CENSUS BRAZIL

29https://biblioteca.ibge.gov.br/visualizacao/instrumentos_de_coleta/doc2311.pdf

Sp:MANUAL DEL CENSISTA



BRAZIL, RACE  AND COVID
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Preta e parda black and mixed race

https://sidra.ibge.gov.br/tabela/3175#/n1/all/n6/3305109/v/all/p/all/c86/all/c1/0/c2/0/c287/0/d/v1000093%202/l/,p+t+v+c1,c86+c2+c287/resultado

Brazilians self-declared
The researchers studied health service data on 30,000 patients diagnosed with Covid-19, who had either recovered 
or died by 18 May. It found that 55% of the black and mixed-race patients died, compared to 38% of white patients.



DEATH AND RECOVERING IN BRAZIL 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tSU7mV4OPnLRFMMY47JIXZgzkklvkydO/view https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/09/enormous-disparities-coronavirus-death-rates-expose-brazils-deep-racial-inequalities

http://www.consultaesic.cgu.gov.br/busca/dados/Lists/Pedido/Item/displayifs.aspx?List=0c839f31%2D47d7%2D4485%2Dab65%2Dab0cee9cf8fe&ID=407900&Web=88cc5f44%2D8cfe%2D4964%2D8ff4%2D376b5ebb3bef



32https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/articles/coronavirusrelateddeathsbyethnicgroupenglandandwales/2march2020to10april2020



ONS analysis shows that black men are 4.2 times more likely to 
die from coronavirus than their white counterparts

33https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/07/black-people-four-times-more-likely-to-die-from-covid-19-ons-finds

UK ONS: Office for National Statistics



BAME IN THE UK

34 https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-52574931
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/articles/coronavirusrelateddeathsbyethnicgroupenglandandwales/2ma
rch2020to10april2020



COVID-19 Financial toll ‘greater for BAME women’
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Source: Women’s Budget Group, Fawcett Society,Queen Mary University of London, 
London Schoolof Economics. Poll of 3,280 people

Black, Asian and minority ethnic 
women in the UK are

https://www.qmul.ac.uk/media/news/2020/hss/new-data-reveals-crisis-of-support-for-bame-women.html



36https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/15/business/economy/coronavirus-worker-risk.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

The horizontal position is a measure of how close people are to others during their workdays.

The vertical position of each bubble is a measure of how often workers in a given 
profession are exposed to disease and infection.
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National Healthcare System Capacity in Latin America and the 
Caribbean Among nations with reported data.

https://www.cepr.net/covid-19-in-latin-america-and-the-caribbean-a-data-review/



Work Context — Exposed to Disease or Infections

38

How often does this job require exposure to disease/infections?
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Work Context — Physical Proximity
To what extent does this job require the worker to perform 
job tasks in close physical proximity to other people?

Context CodeOccupation
100 27-2032.00Choreographers
100 29-2021.00Dental Hygienists
100 29-1123.00Physical Therapists
100 29-1069.11Sports Medicine Physicians
99 31-9091.00Dental Assistants
99 29-1021.00Dentists, General
99 29-1022.00Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons
99 39-5094.00Skincare Specialists
99 29-2055.00Surgical Technologists
99 29-1069.12Urologists https://www.onetonline.org/find/descriptor/result/4.C.2.a.3?a=1



New survey of nurses provides frontline proof of widespread employer, government 
disregard for nurse and patient safety, mainly through lack of optimal PPE, May 20

40

● 72% of nurses reported having exposed skin or clothing when caring for suspected or confirmed COVID-19 
patients, leaving patients, nurses, and other health care workers at risk of being exposed to the virus.

● 27% of nurses providing care to confirmed COVID-19 patients reported having been exposed without the 
appropriate PPE and having worked within 14 days of exposure. This puts their coworkers, and their patients, in 
danger, say nurses, who continue to demand that employers provide protections at work.

● Some 84% of nurses reported they have not yet been tested: only about 16% of respondents have been tested for 
COVID-19.

● Of those nurses who have been tested, more than 500 nurses reported a positive result with another 500-plus 
nurses still waiting for results when taking the survey.

●A third of nurses reported that their employer requires them to use their own sick leave, vacation, or paid time off 
if a nurse gets COVID-19 or is exposed to COVID-19 and needs to self-quarantine. If a nurse contracts COVID-19, 
the illness should be presumed to be work-related and covered by workers’ compensation, say nurses, who call for 
states to pass bills ensuring that nurses are protected with presumptive eligibility for COVID-19.

https://www.nationalnursesunited.org/press/new-survey-results



DEATHS OF PROFESSIONALS OF NURSING IN THE WORLD: May 2020
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Brazil is the country that has most lost nursing 
professionals to Covid-19. According to data 
from the Federal Nursing Council (Cofen), there 
are already 137 deaths of technicians, 
assistants and nurses resulting from the 
pandemic of the new coronavirus.

In the USA, where there are the largest number 
of cases in the world, 91 nursing professionals 
died until the beginning of this month. Italy and 
Spain together registered 89 deaths.

The number of deaths in Brazil represents 38% 
of the world total, accounted for in 360 by the 
International Nursing Council. “The much higher 
mortality rate shows the country's 
unpreparedness to face the pandemic”,

•Folha de S.Paulo, 20 May 2020
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Characteristics of workers in highest 
exposure occupations-UK

There are more women 
working in occupations that 
are more likely to be in 
frequent contact with people 
and also frequently exposed 
to disease. Three in four 
workers (75%) in these roles 
are women. These include 
dental nurses, midwives, and 
veterinary nurses, where 
women make up the majority 
of workers.



Characteristics of workers in highest exposure occupations-UK

43The BAME group includes: Mixed/Multiple ethnic groups; Indian; Pakistani; Bangladeshi; Chinese; any other Asian background; Black/African/Caribbean/Black British
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Bansky
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https://www.iadb.org/en/topics-effectiveness-improving-lives/coronavirus-impact-dashboard

Open Data and Coronavirus: Global Figures for a Global Crisis

• The Inter-American Development Bank has launched a platform to analyze the progress of the pandemic and 
the impact of the measures that the countries of our region are taking. 

• To report cases, the platform uses the well-known interactive map from John Hopkins University, which 
takes data from different sources (WHO, European Union, National Commission of the People's Republic of 
China, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention of the Department of Health from the United States of 
America, among others) to view confirmed, active, deceased and recovered cases. 

• The Our World in Data, at the University of Oxford, also reports information on the tests being carried out -
an essential topic when it comes to understanding the results of the actions that governments are taking.

https://blogs.iadb.org/administracion-publica/es/datos-abiertos-y-coronavirus-el-valor-de-la-informacion-para-luchar-colectivamente-contra-la-pandemia/
https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
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Apple Mobility Report

49https://www.apple.com/covid19/mobility

• The Mobility Trends Report 
produces three daily percentage 
figures, showing how many fewer 
people are driving, walking and 
using public transport compared 
with on 13 January, before the 
coronavirus lockdowns came into 
effect.

• It covers major cities and national 
figures for 63 countries. Hong 
Kong is included but not mainland 
China.

• Apple also provides a way to 
export its records as a 
spreadsheet, making it easy for 
researchers and the media to 
make use of the data within their 
own models.
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UK: Mothers’ and fathers’ time use over the course of the day

51https://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/BN290-Mothers-and-fathers-balancing-work-and-life-under-lockdown.pdf



Division of Labor- Japan Covid -19
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• Since it was about 
to become a crisis 
of corona divorce, 
when I talked to 
find out to share 
housework, 

• my wife's resolution 
was as fine as 4k 
and I was scared ..

• Excel 190 lines

https://twitter.com/peterminced/status/1252167858399764481https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/16/world/asia/coronavirus-japan-household-work.html
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FWk2qpDiVrHxi_Lq8moXG_-8JHxHH_ohN_jKRJvez8k/edit#gid=0

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/02/world/asia/japan-working-mothers.html
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Division of Labor- Japan Covid -19
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The Fairfax County Domestic & Sexual Violence Services Hotline 
has seen a 15 percent increase in calls.

55https://www.wusa9.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/fairfax-county-police-see-increase-in-domestic-related-calls-during-coronavirus-pandemic/65-36e9918b-b5e9-432b-9713-5bb75d947e17
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58https://www.cgdev.org/blog/gender-lens-covid-19-pandemics-and-violence-against-women-and-children
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myPlan is a tool that survivors of intimate partner violence can use to help them make decisions about safety. 
Accessible through a discreet and confidential smartphone app (or web-based tool), myPlan is not meant as a 
replacement for your expertise--it is designed to encourage the majority of survivors who may never seek services 
to reach out for help.
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Latin America
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 El Salvador - Nearly 200 complaints of violence against women were 
reported by the Organization of Salvadoran Women for Peace from 
March 17 to May 22, a 70% increase of reports compared to 2019.

 Mexico - Chihuahua state, where the IRC operates in 17 shelters, 
reported a 65% increase in femicides between March 2020 and April 
2020.

 Colombia - According to the Presidential Counselor for Equity for 
women, during the first days of the national quarantine there was a 
51% increase in cases of domestic violence against women.

 Venezuela - For the month of April 2020, there was a 65% increase in 
femicides compared to April 2019.

 Honduras - Since the pandemic, the number of reported cases of 
domestic and intra-family violence increased by 4.1% per week.

https://www.rescue.org/press-release/irc-data-shows-increase-reports-gender-based-violence-across-latin-america
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/25/why-do-female-leaders-seem-to-be-more-successful-at-managing-the-coronavirus-crisis?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other

Are female leaders more successful at managing the 
coronavirus crisis? 

https://www.thelily.com/women-academics-seem-to-be-submitting-fewer-papers-during-coronavirus-never-seen-anything-like-it-says-one-editor/


